Traveling (K-1)
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train

train's
trains'
trains
trained
training

train tracks
train set
well-trained

trainer

untrained
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boat's
boats'
boats
boated
boating

sailboat
rowboat
lifeboat
steamboat

boat

boater
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way

way's
ways'
ways

driveway
gateway
doorway
hallway
stairway
passageway
subway
pathway
railway
runway
roadway
freeway
expressway
waterway
airway
headway
underway
sideways
one-way
two-way
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drives
drove
driving
driven

driveway
screwdriver
drive-through

drive

driver
driver's
drivers'
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Many airplanes and **ships** go to Tokyo every day. They take people from our country and from many other countries. *(Going to Japan)*

The best wool is packed up in wool bales and is ready to be **shipped**. The wool... is **shipped** to the United Kingdom, where it is used to make clothes. *(On the farm)*

A large boat **(n)**

An oil **ship** is in danger near the coast of Spain. A huge storm made a hole in the side of the **ship**. Wind and waves are rocking the **ship**. *(The black tide)*

To send a package by **ship, plane, or truck** *(v)*

We grow a lot of tomatoes where I live. Some are **shipped** to stores. *(Postcards from around the globe)*
Traveling (K-1)
Multiple-meaning-word map

Country Mouse took a trip to the city. He went to see his friend, City Mouse. (Uptown, downtown)

when someone or something goes somewhere for vacation, for work, or to do something (n)

Helios II is a space probe... It was sent into space in 1976. It took a long trip. It left our planet. It flew close to the sun. (FH Fast)

trip

Know what happens when you trip? You fall down! (I fall down)

to fall or almost fall when walking or running (v)

Whoops! He trips on the rug. The pins scatter all over the floor—some in the cracks, some on the rug, and some on the big blue chair. (Bormuth 914)